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From the Archives 

 

It is the intention of the Northants Branch to rescue from the Vibrations archives articles about the 
branch or its members, so that they can reach a new audience today via the medium of our website. 
This will take some time as the newsletters date back as far as 1979 and the quality of reproduction 
doesn’t always lend itself to easy transfer. 

The first Vibrations to be rescued was the March 1987 issue, which chronicled the first 10 years of 
the branch’s existence. This second edition contains two overlapping articles by ex-member Bob 
Miller, relating how he got into motorcycles in general and into Triumphs in particular. The first article: 
“How Triumphs Adopted Me In 1961”; appeared in an undated (and untitled) newsletter in 1981. The 
second composition: “In The Beginning”; dates from September 1983, by which time the newsletter 
had become Vibrations and was published bi-monthly. 

Due to the relatively low-definition photocopier we had access to at the time Vibrations in the early 
days didn’t carry any photos, but as technology has progressed we are now able to illustrate Bob’s 
writing with some photographs from his collection. 

We would like to thank Bob for writing the original articles and for trusting us to take care of his 
photos while we scanned them. 

 

 

 

Bob’s other significant contribution to the 
Branch was providing us with the Double 
Digit trophy, which has been awarded over 
the years to members who have committed 
some really silly or, in a few cases, really 
painful deeds. 

Thankfully, most people have accepted the 
trophy in the spirit in which it was awarded.  

Would you believe that on one occasion it 
was even presented to a member of the 
Northants Police Motorcycle Section. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The cartoon on page 1 appeared on the cover of the September 1983 Vibrations, though here it sits 
within the modern-day cover template. It referred to the final days of the Triumph workers co-op at 
Meriden. At the time the closure of the factory seemed like a disaster, but with hindsight its demise 
allowed John Bloor to buy the assets and set about the formation of a modern mass-production 
motorcycle marque in the UK. The Triumph Owners MCC, and motorcycling in general, would be a 
lot poorer without it.



 

How Triumphs Adopted Me In 1961 

I like motorbikes - always have done - but I was a two stroke man, graduating from a Brockhouse 
Corgi, through a 197cc Villiers D.M.W. to the ultimate of the times, a 600cc twin Scott.  

 

On this machine I had an accident. I managed to clobber a parked Rolls Royce and one year later, a 
broken nose and a leg in plaster from ankle to thigh, I won the case and was awarded £500 
damages. Now armed with this new found wealth, I became a prospective customer at the local 
motorcycle Emporiums. No longer need I hover wistfully in the wings staring without hope at the 
gleaming array on offer. I was a man of status, an actual buyer.  

Oh how I was courted by these fellows, what nonsense I was told, what highly polished rubbish I was 
offered: An Excelsior Talisman twin that wouldn't change gear, a Vincent Rapide outfit with Harry 
Louis's name in the logbook that had the agent cross-eyed for forty minutes trying to kick some life 
into it, and a Velo Clubman that rattled ominously - "Just the clutch nurgle spline, sir, well known on 
this model, nothing to worry about."  

Then in a small repair shop I found it. 1959 5TA.one owner.7000 miles complete with Avon fairing 
and Rodark panniers £155. I tried it, liked it and bought it. In two years of ownership it took me to the 
Isle of Man, Wales, backwards and forwards to work, etc. I never had any trouble apart from one 
dipswitch failure and a cracked pushrod tube - I was hooked. 

 



 

How Triumphs Adopted Me In 1961 

Because I became known as something of a Triumph man, I was offered an Army 3HW for £12, 
purchased it in 1964 and still have it.  

 

Later in 1966 I found a 1927 NP Triumph at Slapton. This all came about when I called at the wrong 
farm by mistake. I saw the machine and purchased it for £20 and still have this one too.  

 

Recently I bought a 1957 Thunderbird and a Trials Cub. It was then that I came into contact with the 
T.O.M.C.C. in my efforts to obtain spares for the Thunderbird. I later joined and am as now, for better 
or for worse, your local P.R.O.* 

 

* This of course was in 1980 rather than now. 

 



 

In The Beginning 

Around the year 1954 I became interested in mechanical objects. This focussed on motorcycles due 
to one of my school teachers allowing me the doubtful privilege of polishing his 98cc James as a 
penance for being late for lessons. This decided me. I must acquire my very own mechanical 
velocipede! 

Therefore, a 1948 Excelsior Autocycle was purchased for 15/-(75p to you youngsters). This machine 
was so slow that my mate "Westy” could easily overtake me on his bicycle. Luckily, it shed most of its 
components after two laps of the tank field, so called because tanks used to practise there. Thus, 
being lighter, it went much better! 

I was now an expert on things two wheeled, using such technical phrases as "slipping the clutch" and 
"tickling the carb". I made a cunning deal with a man who wanted £3 for a Corgi scooter that had 
spent the last two years in a coal cellar. After much haggling and kicking of tyres, I obtained it for £5. 
Not bad for an expert! 

This evil monstrosity was to my innocent eyes the most beautiful thing on earth, but before I could 
venture forth onto the highways and byways, I, needed the correct riding gear. The "image" was most 
important. I purchased from an ex W.D. shop one khaki battledress blouse, 1942 vintage, for 10/- or 
50p., one prisoner-of-war type ersatz leather peaked cap with side curtains that would cover the ears 
when cold for a further 3/- (I5p), and a packet of anti-gas goggles for 2/6 (12½p) These were flat 
pieces of celluloid with press studs and an elastic band. After removing one eye cover from the 
packet the rider folded it to the shape of his face and clipped the press studs into the headband. 
ergo! Instant goggles! With this attire plus my gran’s old fur gloves (Gauntlets, long, Ladies, for the 
use of.) and my football socks over my trousers to keep out the wind, I was ready. Or so I thought. 

On my first trip into town the miserable machine refused to climb the hill in Bridge Street. I came to a 
sudden and ignominious halt when the dog clutch bridge piece parted company with the crankcase, 
and I had to push the rotten thing home. This was only the first of many such occasions when I would 
have to push home. I even developed the habit of carrying a haversack for storing the bits as they fell 
off. The locals became so used to seeing me dragging the reluctant heap along the gutter that a 
rumour was started that I was practising for some obscure charity event. I soon tired of all this and 
began to save a deposit on a REAL motorcycle.  

I was forbidden by my parents to ride this huge and powerful machine in traffic, so I had to get up at 
dawn to have a practise round the lanes before pedalling into town to work on my bicycle. Very 
boring. This fire-breathing machine, that so frightened my mother with its awesome power, was a 
1955 DMW 197cc Villiers. My mother was also scared of lawnmowers, vacuum cleaners, and 
telephones.  

 



 

In The Beginning 

With this machine I at last really became a motorcyclist, travelling far afield at weekends on fishing 
expeditions. Happy are my memories of this period of my life. Glorious early morning rides through 
the countryside with nobody to say "You can't fish here, son, it's private.” when you reached your final 
destination. 

I well remember friendly people like Bert Avill who would collect you on his Matchless Twin when 
your bike was repaired and take you to his shop to collect your machine. There was also dear old 
"Brummy" Bob Hadnitt who had the most amazing stock of old British bits. He always managed to 
find that elusive spare to keep your ageing nail on the road. 

I would try and keep a low profile down at the "Gaff” when the lads arrived on their Nortons, 
Triumphs, and Beezas. They would call my trusty steed a "pop-pop” and other rude phrases they 
kept specially for two-strokes. 

Ah! To be sixteen again! The strange bark of that old Villiers and the burnt oily smell of the busy two-
stroke engine as I headed for Silverstone to see my heroes. Men like Geoff Monty (B.S.A.), Arthur 
Wheeler (Moto Guzzi) , John Surtees (MV), Sammy Miller (N.S.U.), Cecil Sanford (Norton), Mike 
O'Rourke (MV), and others like sidecar socialists Bill Boddice and Owen Greenwood. I note with 
interest that in one race I watched Terry Shepherd, Bob McIntyre, John Hartle, Alan Trow, Frank 
Perris, and I can't even remember the outcome. Still, it was twenty eight years ago. 

 

 


